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Abstract
Examination of deltas forming in natural and man-made lakes reveals that non-bifurcating single-channel deltas are significantly more common
than bifurcating lobate deltas. We propose that the de-facto delta morphology is characterized by a fluvial channel forming a single-thread,
progradational channel into the basin without bifurcation as a basinward extension of the river. In turn, the bifurcation of the delta is an artifact
of basin controls not intrinsic to the river system. This linear delta morphology is the result of sediment grain-size segregation within the river
channel caused by suspended load mud outpacing bedload sand. Fine-grained, muddy sediment accumulates at the river mouth and sand lags
behind as mid-channel and side-attached bars. As the delta channel advances to some critical length, only mud reaches the delta mouth.
Bifurcation is inhibited by the absence of sand available to form mouth bars that divert flow. During high-discharge flow events, upstream sand
storage is transported downstream and deposited into the basin as thin, laterally continuous overbank sand sheets called blowout wings. Lobate
deltas may form following avulsions due to the high concentration of sand derived from breached levees driving bifurcation where the levee
breach occurs at the sand-rich part of the channel. Once lobate deltas lengthen and can segregate suspended load from bedload, the delta
channel lengthens and returns to a single-channel morphology. This process creates non-bifurcating delta regardless of sand load in the river,
and therefore is the default delta morphology. This work documents modern examples of these processes occurring at the Red River Delta,
Lake Texoma, TX, the Denton Creek Delta, Grapevine Lake, TX, and in tie channels of the Grijalva River System, Tobasco State, Mexico.
Outcrops of the Kayenta Formation in Warner Valley, Utah serve as an ancient analogue to these modern fluvio-lacustrine processes,
displaying a lake assemblage dissected by fluvial channels that are connected by laterally extensive sand wings. Channel assemblages develop
as a statistically clustered fairways centered on a primary channel axis. Blowout wings increase the potential static reservoir connectivity of the
fluvial bodies by connecting otherwise isolated channels through a network of laterally extensive wings. These modern processes and resultant
reservoir architectures are representative of shallow lacustrine environments without strong wave influence.
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What is a delta?
Delta – 4th letter of Greek alphabet

Nile River Delta

Used to describe triangular shape of
Nile River Delta by historian Herodotus

Presenter’s notes: In a way, since the beginning of the word, delta has been used to describe a lobate deposit.

Bifurcation and Radial Distribution of Sediments

Tomanka (2013), Modified after Galloway (1975)

Presenter’s notes: Deltas exhibit a spectrum of morphologies. One of the common models to categorize these morphologies is by the dominant
influence between river discharge, tidal current, and wave surge. The linear end member of Galloway’s (1975) triangular classification of deltas
is the river-dominated delta; these deltas are thought to have a morphology determined predominantly by the energy of the river. The most
commonly cited example of this end member is the Balize or “birdsfoot” lobe of the Mississippi River Delta. Notable characteristics of the
birdsfoot lobe are its elongated shape, high length-to-width ratio, and low bifurcation rate. Although the birdsfoot lobe is an example of an
elongated delta, other fluvial-dominated deltas bifurcate at an even lower rate. The cause of the Mississippi Delta morphology is widely
investigated (e.g. Bates, 1953; Galloway, 1975). Some authors attribute the modern birdsfoot morphology to high sediment cohesion leading to
resistant levees inhibiting avulsion and breakdown of mouth bars (Edmonds, 2009), while some attribute it to the interplay between maximum
monthly discharge and the low degree of marine influence (Syvitski and Saito, 2007). Notable characteristics of the birdsfoot lobe are its
elongated shape, high length-to-width ratio, and low bifurcation rate.

Non-bifurcating lake deltas are widespread--in fresh water
•

Elongate, single-thread lake deltas develop in man-made reservoirs throughout the US

•

Look and behave like an extension of the river into the basin

Tomanka, 2016

Presenter’s notes: Elongate, single-thread lake deltas develop in man-made reservoirs throughout the United States (Tomanka, 2013). They
look similar to tie channels, but build from the river into lakes as opposed to tie channels building off rivers into floodplain water bodies.
These single-thread lake deltas have an elongated morphology, signified by very low or zero bifurcation frequency and high length-to-width
ratios. They are often supported by substantial levees on both sides of one dominant channel. Therefore, they look like, and act like, a fluvial
channel prograding into the basin as an extension of the river rather than a classical lobate delta deposit that fills all laterally available space.

Non-bifurcating lake deltas are widespread--in fresh water

Source: Google Earth

What processes control whether a delta is lobate or elongate?
Bifurcation vs Progradation
is influenced by

Wax Lake Delta

Mouth Bar
Formation

Levee
Formation

Washita River Delta, Lake Texoma

Grain size influences delta morphology

D. Edmonds, website

Fine grained, muddy source

Sand Source

Presenter’s notes: Work by Edmonds shows the modeled affect of a sandy vs. muddy system. However, we wanted to test this on a currently
forming system.

Non-bifurcating lake deltas are widespread--in fresh water
•

Elongate, single-thread lake deltas develop in man-made reservoirs throughout the US

•

Look and behave like an extension of the river into the basin

Tomanka, 2016

Study Area: Grapevine Lake, Denton, Texas
Denton
Creek

Lake Grapevine

1 km

Red River – Sandy, bedload
dominated source
•

2ϕ (fine-medium sand) median
bedload grain size (Schwartz, 1978)

Bedload Dominated
Sandy River

Presenter’s notes: The source for this delta is the Red River. It is a sandy bedload dominated river. There is abundant mid-channel and side
attached bars. It has an average width of 125m.

Methodology
Tyler Howe
Texoma

•
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•

Bathymetry
Dutch auger coring
Suction cores
Historical imagery

Gary Tomanka
Grapevine
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Observation 2: Sand bars accumulate upstream of river mouth

Lake
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Observation 3: No sand at
abandoned eastern river mouth
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Observation 3: No sand at
active western river mouth

Red River Delta, Lake Texoma
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Observation 3: Sand is upstream in
channel, not at river mouth

Lake
Grapevine

Tomanka (2013)

Red River Delta, Lake Texoma

Observation 4: Splay deltas
near avulsion
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Observation 5: “Blowout Wings”

Tomanka (2013)

Lake Grapevine

Tomanka (2013)

Red River Delta, Lake Texoma

Observation 5: “Blowout Wings”
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Observation 5: “Blowout Wings”

• Thin (10-40cm)
• Laterally continuous
• Thin away from channel
• Encased in mud

Observation 5: “Blowout Wings”

•

Core 1 (proximal): Sharp basal contact over clay. 40cm thick, fine-medium
clean sand. Progresses through climbing ripples into a teepee structure.
Top contact is gradational silt to clay.

•

Core 2 (intermediate): Sharp basal contact over clay. 18cm thick finemedium clean sand. Shows convolute bedding, rip up clasts of mud and
organics, and an upper liquefaction feature. Sharp upper contact with
clay.

•

Core 3 (intermediate-distal): Sharp basal contact over clay. 20cm thick,
fine-medium sand. Strong ripple lamination, rip up clasts of mud and
organics. Gradational transition to clay at top.

The Gun-Barrel Hypothesis for the Default Delta
Step 1:
Delta may initiate as a sandy
bifurcating delta

What processes control whether a delta is lobate or elongate?
Bifurcation vs Progradation
is influenced by

Wax Lake Delta

Mouth Bar
Formation

Levee
Formation

Washita River Delta, Lake Texoma

The Gun-Barrel Hypothesis for the Default Delta

Step 2:
Channel elongates as mud delta as subaqueous levees emerge and sand lags behind clay

The Gun-Barrel Hypothesis for the
Default Delta
Step 2:
Channel elongates as mud delta as
subaqueous levees emerge and
sand lags behind clay

From Rowland 2007

Presenter’s notes: Lower right image is standard model for jet spreading, note centerline velocity maintained at about four orifice distances
(this varies depending on who you read). Mixing at the margin leads to lowered velocity and sediment deposition. Bottom right is from
Rowland and shows sand deposition at margins of jet, note lower velocities at margins lead to wider angle of deposition. In addition, swirly
marks are from Plexiglas flexing.

The Gun-Barrel Hypothesis for
the Default Delta

Lake Texoma

Step 3: Sand flushed over levees
during storms as hyperpycnites
”Blowout Wings”
1,050m Long

500m Wide

400m Long

270m Long
700m Wide
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1,250m long

500 m
Tomanka (2013)

The Gun-Barrel Delta in the Ancient in Jurassic Kayenta Fm
(Huling and Holbrook, 2016)

Single Proximal

“Blowout Wings” in Triassic Mungaroo Fm

Reservoir Connectivity

The recognition of
blowout wings greatly
increases the potential
static connectivity of
fluvial bodies by
connecting otherwise
isolated channels through
a network of laterally
extensive wings.

Noblige 2 core, Mungaroo Fm, Western Australia

Clustered Gun-Barrel Deltas in Jurassic Kayenta Fm

Huling and Holbrook (2016)

So Why Deltas?
Delta – 4th letter of Greek alphabet

Used to describe triangular shape of
Nile River Delta by historian Herodotus

Nile River Delta

Bifurcation as A Marine Artifact

Tomanka (2013), Modified after Galloway (1975)

Bifurcation --- Destroy the Muddy Gun Barrel

X

1) Tides and Waves
2) Plug the Barrel
3) Slow it Down (e.g., Slope)

Tomanka (2013)

Conclusion:
The Default Delta is not a Delta, its a Gun Barrel
Thank You
Deltas form where the Gun Barrel is Destroyed

